
Subject: Scholarship for Summer School at Jinan University, Guangzhou!

Dear María Eugenia Góngora:

Greetings from Jinan University!

I’m writing to inform you that the application for JNU Summer School
International now begins!

JNU Summer School International “CHINA STUDIES” is designed for
international students who are keen on Chinese culture and its development. This year,
we have included courses and lectures on subjects like “A Brief Introduction to
Confucianism”, “How to Do Business in China”, “Traditional Chinese Culture and
Medicine”, “Chinese Kung fu”, etc, all delivered by experienced teachers of Jinan
University.

In addition, there are a number of interesting and adventurous culture excursions.
Trips to historical places and economic centers will be arranged to help you gain
deeper insight of China. At the end of the program, students are also welcome to join
a 5-day tour of Beijing, the capital city of China to feel its glorious history and its
modern glamour. Participants will also have opportunities to interact with Chinese
students on and off campus.

Please find attached the brochure of our summer program. For more details, please
visit the following website: http://summer.jnu.edu.cn

For the consideration of an active and long term relationship between your
university and JNU, we will provide SCHOLARSHIP for your students 2applicants
recommended by Unviersidad de Chile will be exempted from a tuition fee of
RMB6,000 and housing of up to RMB4,000. The total scholarship amounts to
RMB10, 000 (over USD1, 600). If the applicants choose to join the 5-day tour of
Beijing, expense of the trip (RMB2, 000) will be entirely born by themselves.

As seats are limited, enrolments will be processed on a first-come-first-served
basis. The enrolment deadline is April 17th, 2015.

We hope you and your colleagues can share this good news with your students and
encourage them to join in the program to explore and experience the long history, rich
culture and modern development of China!

Looking forward to your reply!

International Affairs Office
Tel: 0086-(0)20—85221892
Room 728, Administrative Building
Jinan University
Shipai, Guangzhou
510630 China

http://summer.jnu.edu.cn/

